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This work reports on a novel magnetorheological polymer gel with carbon nanotubes and
carbonyl iron particles mixed into the physical cross-linked polymer gel matrix. The
resulting composites show unusual nonlinear magneto-electro-mechanical responses.
Because of the low matrix viscosity, effective conductive paths formed by the CNTs were
mobile and high-performance sensing characteristics were observed. In particular, due to
the transient and mutable physical cross-linked bonds in the polymer gel, the
electromechanical behavior acted in a rate-dependent manner. External stimulus at a
high rate significantly enhanced the electrical resistance response during mechanical
deformation. Meanwhile, the rheological properties were regulated by the external
magnetic field when magnetic particles were added. This dual enhancement
mechanism further contributes to the active control of electromechanical performance.
These polymer composites could be adopted as electromechanical sensitive sensors to
measure impact and vibration under different frequencies. There is great potential for this
magnetorheological polymer gel in the application of intelligent vibration controls.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetorheological (MR) gel is a kind of magneto-controllable soft gel that acts by dispersing the
magnetic particles into a low cross-linking density gel matrix (Wang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019).
Under external magnetic fields, magnetic particles could overcome the constraint of the matrix and
form a chain-like structure. In contrast to MR fluid, the MR gel is more stable and can offer more
favorable and convenient conditions for engineering applications. Therefore, with its excellent
performance in magnetorheology, the MR gel is expected to be used as a new alternative material for
intelligent devices, such as magneto-dampers, energy absorbers, and vibration isolations (Lin et al.,
2018; O’Driscoll et al., 2018; Petare and Jain, 2018).

To further improve the mechanical properties, shearing stiffening gel (SSG) has been adopted as
the polymer matrix of the MRG (Gurgen and Yildiz, 2020; Hapipi et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2020).
SSG is a kind of soft and viscous boron-siloxane polymer gel with dynamic boron-oxygen (B-O)
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weak cross-linking bonds, of which the storage modulus, elastic
modulus, and viscosity would significantly increase under the
external high rate excitation (Xu et al., 2020). Owing to the non-
covalent, physical cross-link characteristic of the B-O bonds, SSG
can exhibit a typical strain-rate dependence by transforming the
gel, rubber, and glassy states under different external loading
rates. Moreover, due to the reversibility of the B-O bond, SSG has
the capacity for restoration and self-healing even under high
speed loading (Wang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018). The
magnetic additives render the SSG with special magnetically
responsive behaviors. The storage modulus of magneto-
sensitive SSG will increase under the external magnetic field
stimulation (Xu et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020). The dual
hardening mechanism of the mechanics and magnetic field
provides a new method for engineering equipment such as
vibration isolators and energy absorbers.

Because of the additives of conductive magnetic fillers, the
electrical properties of MR materials also change under an
external magnetic field (Xu et al., 2013; Puente-Cordova et al.,
2018). Magnetic CIPs can be easily moved from isotropic status to
anisotropic status by the stimulus of the magnetic field. The CIPs
are aligned along the direction of the magnetic field, which forms
effective conductive paths (ECPs). The transient time of the
alignment progress was studied via the change of storage
modulus (An et al., 2012). Meanwhile, owing to the
microstructure variations induced by ECPs, the electrical
conductivity properties of the magneto-sensitive SSG show
synchronous behaviors with the mechanical behaviors when
the external magnetic field is varied (Wang et al., 2015; Cvek
et al., 2020; Yun et al., 2020). The alignment of the CIPs can be
monitored by conductivity. However, even if the anisotropic
chain-like structure of CIPs is formed, the resistance of the
magneto-sensitive SSG is still very high due to the obstacle of
the polymer gel matrix, which hinders the potential application in
the field of magnetic sensing sensors for intelligent devices (Xu
et al., 2013). To improve the conductivity of MR composite,
(Mietta et al., 2012) modified the CIPs with silver and obtained
the anisotropic effects in magnetic properties and piezoelectric.
(Pang et al., 2015) blended carbon black into an MR plastomer
and studied the relationship between electrical conductivity vs.
magnetic flux density. (Yun et al., 2019) mixed liquid metal into
MRE and obtained a self-sensing material with anisotropic and
unconventional piezo-conductivity. These studies reveal that
anisotropic electricity is highly dependent on the alignment of
CIP clusters. Past research was generally conducted under quasi-
static and cyclic loading with low frequency. However, the
application of engineering materials under high frequency is
also often encountered. More work should be done to study
the conductive sensitivity and the magneto-sensitivity of SSG
under dynamic stimulus.

In this study, a novel magneto-electric polymer composite was
fabricated by introducing the CNTs and CIPs into SSG.
Rheological experiments, which studied the magneto-
rheological properties and shear stiffening characteristic of
e-SSG. The compressive tests showed the enhancement of the
magnetic field on self-sensing capacity and durability. A drop
weight machine was adopted to test its electrical responses under

low-velocity impact. It was found that with the application of the
magnetic field, enhancement of mechanical behaviors, electrical
sensitivity, and stability were shown by this material. In summary,
due to its excellent dual response mechanism of strain and
magnetic field, this material has the potential for intelligent
vibration control.

EXPERIMENT MATERIALS

Boric acid and benzoyl peroxide (BPO) were purchased from
Sinopharn Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China.
Hydroxyl silicone oil was purchased from Jining Huakai Resin
Co. Ltd. Multi-walled CNTs with 3–5 nm in diameter and
8–13 μm in length were purchased from Conductive Materials
of Luelida Co. Ltd., Xinxiang City, Henan Province, China.
Carbonyl iron particles were purchased from BASF Germany.
All the reagents were analytically pure and were adopted without
additional purification.

The fabrication progress is illustrated in Figure 1. First, the
boric acid and hydroxyl silicone oil were mixed with the mass
ratio of 1:15 and heated in the oven at 180°C for 2 h. During the
heating progress, CNTs and BPO were added into the matrix in
turn and the mass fractions were 1 and 0.4%. 5 μL caprylic acid
was added to every 100 g composite and mixed uniformly. Here,
caprylic acid was cross-linking agent and plasticizer in the
polymer matrix, which helped improve the roughness and the
shear stiffening behaviors. After one hour of heating, the SSG
matrix was obtained. The CIPs were mixed into the matrix
homogeneously through a rubber mill (Taihu Rubber
Machinery Factory, China, Model XK-160). According to our
previous work (Fan et al., 2019), the electrical conductivity and
sensing capacity of the composite achieved their highest values
when the mass fraction of CIPs was 50%. Subsequently, the
composite was vacuumed to remove air bubbles for 2 h and
the conductive self-sensing composite, e-SSG, was obtained. The
composite was molded into a cylinder shape with a 5 mm radius
and 10 mm height. Finally, copper electrodes with 0.01 mm in
thickness and 5 mm in radius were stuck to the specimen.

Characterization
The rheological behaviors of SSG were tested by a commercial
rheometer (Physical MCR 302, Anton Paar Co., Austria). Plane to
plane with 19 mm in diameter rheological test system was
adopted and the height of specimen was set as 1 mm.
Compressive tests were conducted by a universal testing
machine (MTS criterion 43, MTS System Co., America). The
dynamic mechanical behaviors of the specimen were tested by a
drop tower testing machine (Mode ZCJ1302-A, MTS Industrial
Systems, China). The drop hammer weighed 500 g and the
impact head was a round surface with 25 mm diameter. A
piezo-electrical acceleration sensor was used to record the
velocity change of the drop hammer. The data acquisition
system was composed of a charge amplifier (Mode YE5853,
Jiangsu Sinocera Piezotronics, INC., China) and an
oscilloscope (Mode DPO 2012B, Tektronix INC.,
United States). A programmable power supply (ITECH
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Electronic C. Ltd., China) was used to excite the magnetic field.
All tests were conducted at room temperature.

Rheology Characterization of e-SSG
The rheology behaviors were tested under oscillatory shear mode.
The shear amplitude was set to be 0.1%. As shown in Figure 2A,
the storage modulus of the SSG increased from 45 Pa to 0.53 MPa
when the shear frequency increased from 0.1 to 100 Hz. At 20 Hz,
the loss modulus achieved its peak value, 0.30 MPa. The damping
factor, which is defined as the ratio of the loss modulus to the
storage modulus, can usually be adopted to illustrate the state of
the composite materials. According to the work of (Boland et al.,
2016) and (Sun et al., 2019), when the damping factor is larger
than 1, the viscous components play a dominant role in material
deformation. Herein, with the external frequency increasing from
0.1 to 100 Hz, the damping factor decreased from 74.46 to 0.31,
indicating the polymer composite translated from a viscous state
(or plastic state) to a rubbery state. Inherited from the SSGmatrix,
the e-SSG also showed typical rate-dependent behaviors.
Compared to SSG, the primary and peak modulus of e-SSG
were much higher. Simultaneously, the damping factor was
smaller. With test frequencies increasing from 0.1 to 100 Hz,
the storage modulus increased from 0.26 to 1.15 MPa. The loss
modulus increased from 0.11 to 0.33 MPa at 2 Hz. Then, the loss
modulus decreased down to 0.05 MPa when the shear frequency
reached 100 Hz.

The strain-dependent and magnetorheological behaviors of
the e-SSG were tested as well Figure 2C. When the shear strain
reached 0.18, a drastic decrease was observed in the storage
modulus of SSG and e-SSG, which indicated failure to emerge
in composites. The influence of the magnetic field was
remarkable. Increasing strain led to the decrease of storage,
known as the Payne effect. However, no failure happened to

the e-SSG when the magnetic field was applied. To investigate the
MR effect, a shear strain with an amplitude of 0.1% and frequency
of 1 Hz was applied. When the magnetic flux density increased
from 0 to 1.2 T, the storage modulus of e-SSG increased from 0.49
to 1.39 MPa Figure 2D. The loss modulus increased from 0.28 to
0.57 MPa when the magnetic flux density increased to 0.44 T and
finally decreased to 0.37 MPa with 1.2 T. Furthermore, the shear
stiffening behaviors under magnetic field were also investigated.
The green lines in Figures 2A,B illustrated the shear stiffening
behavior of e-SSG under 0.8 T. The storage modulus increased
from 1.1 to 2.3 MPa when the shear frequency increased from 0.1
to 100 Hz. Higher storage modulus and lower damping factors
helped the composite materials hold shapes and recover from
external stress loading.

The creep and recovery behaviors of the e-SSG were shown in
Figures 2E,F. The creep compliance was dependent on the
external stress, which showed a typical nonlinear material
characteristic. Generally, the creep strain, ct, consisted of
instantaneous strain, ce, delayed elastic strain, cd, and residual
strain, cr. The function could be expressed as follows (Xu et al.,
2012).

ct � ce + cd + cr � J(t) τ0 (1)

where τ0 indicates the cnstant stress. The constant stresses were
set at 50, 500 and 5,000 Pa. Figure 2E shows the creep behaviors
with different magnetic fields. When the shear stress was 50 Pa, ce
was negligible and the composite showed plastic characteristics.
With the shear stress increasing to 5 kPa, ce increased to 0.19 and
the instantaneous creep compliance changed to 1.75 × 10−5 Pa−1.
With the presence of a magnetic field, the creep compliance was
further diminished and the recovery behaviors were more
remarkable. The instantaneous creep compliance of e-SSG
under the magnetic flux density of 0.8 T was 6.83 × 10−6 and

FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the material progress.
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4.68 × 10−6 Pa−1 when the shear stress was 0.5 and 5 kPa,
respectively. The viscous flow component became smaller with
the increase of shear stress and magnetic flux density. This dual
hardening mechanism provided a favorable condition to absorb
external stimuli and hold linear mechanical properties.

Piezo-Resistive Response Under
Quasi-Static Loading
The piezo-resistive response under quasi-static state was
investigated via MTS. The initial electrical conductivity of
e-SSG was 25Ω·m. The measurement method is illustrated in
Figures 3A,B. The test rate was set at 0.010, 0.015, and 0.020 s−1.
The compress stress was recorded at the same time. In series
circuits with constant electromotive force, the voltages of
different components were proportional to resistance. The
electrical resistance was calculated by the following function:

Rx � E − U
U

R (2)

where the E, U, and R represented the electromotive force of the
constant voltage source, the voltage of the constant resistance,
and the resistor.

Electrical conductivity showed a negative relationship to the
compressive strain. With the increase of compressive speed, the
sensitivity of the electrical conductivity was also improved. Here,
gauge factor was defined as,

GF � Δρ
ρ0
/Δε (3)

when it came to 10 s, the changes of Δρρ0 achieved peak values and

came to be 0.088, 0.162, and 0.233 with a compressive strain rate

of 0.010, 0.015, and 0.020 s−1, respectively, Figure 3D shows the
relationship between the compressive strain and resistivity. The
resistivity increased with compressive strain. The final resistivity
was lower than the initial value. According to Zhang (Zhang et al.,
2000), a possible reason for this phenomenon could be attributed
to the time dependence characteristic of the electrical threshold.
The GFs were 0.88, 1.08, and 1.065. With the enhancement of the
magnetic field, the sensitivity was improved and the time effect
was negligible. The electrical response held nearly linearly
Figure 3G and GFs increased to 1.01, 1.89, and 2.19. The
presence of a magnetic field increased the linear response and
helped to hold the stable electrical properties. To provide an
insight into the influence of the magnetic field, the stress-strain
curves are shown in Figures 3E,H.

Typical rate-dependent behaviors could be observed in
Figures 3C,H. With the increase of compressive speed, the
compress modulus and yield stress increased rapidly. When
the compressive strain came to 0.54% with the compressive
rate of 0.010 s−1, the compressive stress started to decrease.
Plastic flow deformation came to dominate. When the
compressive rate was 0.020 s−1, the yield strain increased to
0.64%. The stress-strain hysteresis areas are shown in
Figure 3H. With the presence of a magnetic field, the
elasticity of the e-SSG was highly improved. The compressive
modulus could be calculated at 0.22, 0.23, and 0.24 MPa,
corresponding to the compressive rates of 0.010, 0.015, and
0.020 s−1. The magnetic field improved the strain sensitivity of
e-SSG. Furthermore, we should attach more importance to the
fact that the magnetic field improved mechanical behaviors. The
linear elastic scope of the e-SSG was greatly extended. The
unloading progress was also linear. The dynamic response was
then investigated to ensure the role of the magnetic field.

FIGURE 2 | The rheology behaviors of the SSG. (A,B) The shear stiffening behaviors of SSG and e-SSG. (C) The storage modulus under different shear strain. (D)
The magnetorheological effect of SSG and e-SSG. The creep and recovery behaviors of the e-SSG under different shear stress and with the absence (E) and presence
(F) of the magnetic field.
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Piezo-Resistive Response Under
Low-Velocity Impact
The dynamic mechanical and electrical responses were
investigated via a drop weight machine. The acceleration data
and voltage were recorded by one oscilloscope to ensure the
synchronization of mechanical and electrical responses.
Regarding the impact duration within several microseconds,
the data sampling rate was set at 50 MHz. A constant voltage
source was adopted to excite the coils to generate a magnetic field.
To achieve a uniformmagnetic field, the specimen was fixed upon
an aluminum cylinder and placed at the center of an iron hollow
cylinder as seen in the schematic in Figure 4. When the exciting
current was 3A, the magnetic flux density reached 0.3 T.

Figures 5A–C showed the dynamic responses of the e-SSG to
drop weight without a magnetic field. Figures 5D–F illustrates
the results with the magnetic field. With the increase of drop
height, the impact duration was shortened, which indicated
hardening progress corresponding to the higher impact energy
(Figure 5A). The force-displacement curves are shown in

Figure 5B. With an increase in drop height, the stiffness was
improved. Herein, the peak stiffness of the composites was
illustrated by the secant slope. With the drop height increasing
from 0.2 to 0.7 m, the peak stiffness shifted from 0.56 × 106 to
0.94 × 106 N/m. When the compressive progress was finished,
e-SSG became soft. The electrical behaviors recorded this
progress in Figure 5C. During the compressive progress, the
electrical resistance of e-SSG increased rapidly and then stayed
nearly constant. The peak values of ΔR/R0 depended on the drop
height. With higher drop height, the ΔR/R0 achieved higher
values. However, the rise progress was not linear and could be
divided into three stages, which were the fast rise stage, the slow
rise stage, and the secondary fast rise stage. The values and
duration of the three stages are shown in Table 1. With the
increase of drop height, the slow rise stage was gradually
eliminated and the response of electrical resistance came to be
linear.

The enhancement of the magnetic field was remarkable.
Compared to the results with the absence of a magnetic field,

FIGURE 3 | (A) Schematic of the test equipment and the measuring method. (B) The testing equipment. (C–E) The electrical resistivity behaviors vs. time and
compressive strain, the stress-strain without magnetic field. (F–H) illustrated the behaviors under a magnetic flux density of 0.3 T.
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FIGURE 4 | Schematic of the test equipment and measuring method.

FIGURE 5 | (A) The acceleration data vs. time, (B) the contact force vs. displacement curves, (C) the changes of electrical resistance under different drop heights
without magnetic field. (D–F) illustrated response behaviors with the magnetic flux density of 0.3 T.

TABLE 1 | The stage value and duration time of the results in Figure 5C.

Drop Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Height (m) ΔR
R0

Duration (ms) ΔR
R0

Duration (ms) ΔR
R0

Duration (ms)

0.2 0.50 0.2 1.24 0.61 4.60 0.59
0.3 1.00 0.25 1.34 0.43 5.70 0.60
0.4 1.53 0.27 2.34 0.40 6.73 0.63
0.5 2.00 0.29 3.10 0.38 7.98 0.66
0.6 3.04 0.31 3.51 0.36 9.49 0.76
0.7 5.12 0.31 5.01 0.36 11.71 0.94
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the impact duration was further shortened under the same drop
weight (Figure 5D). The peak values of the ΔR/R0 of different drop
heights also increased. When the drop height ranged from 0.2 to
0.7 m, theΔR/R0 were 2.52, 4.05, 6.16, 9.69, 11.47, and 13.31. As seen
from the results of MTS, the magnetic field enhanced the linear
elastic scope of the e-SSG and the electrical resistance showed
continuous rise progress.

According to the theory of Boland et al. (Boland et al., 2016),

ΔR
R0

� nε

W
(2Emgh

ε2c Ey0
)

m

� a(h
k
)

m

(4)

where nε, W and y0 were the electrical constants and the
geometric parameters. εc was the yield strain. k was the

stiffness of the specimen, E was Young’s modulus, k � E S
h . In

Figure 6, the relation between ΔR
R0

and h
k was plotted. With the

absence of a magnetic field, m0 � 1.06 and a0 � 13.28. With the
presence of a magnetic field, m1 � 2.19 and a1 � 4.81. The
parameter “a” in Eq. 4 was negatively corrected with the yield
strain of the e-SSG. Its changes indicated the improvement of the
stiffness of composites. With the presence of a magnetic field, the
CIP clusters aligned in a specific direction. The anisotropy micro-
structure helped improve the electrical sensitivity of e-SSG.

To obtain detailed information on the electrical response, the
relationship between resistance and resistivity vs. compressive
strain is shown in Figure 7. The three stages could be observed in
Figure 7A. With the increase of drop height, the sensitivity of
e-SSG to strain was improved. When the compressive strain was

FIGURE 6 | The peak values of ΔR/R0 with different drop height in the absence (A) and presence (B) of the magnetic field. The lines showed fitting results.

FIGURE 7 | Response of (A) resistance and (C) resistivity to compressive strain. (B,D) illustrated the results with a magnetic flux density of 0.3 T.
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larger than a critical point, the resistance kept stable. However,
the resistivity kept increasing. The increase of resistivity and the
deformation of the compression came to balance and the
resistance of e-SSG kept nearly constant (Figures 7A,C). The
response of e-SSG under the magnetic field showed continuous
upward progress (Figure 7B,D). The magnetic field improved the
elastic behaviors and kept the electrical response continuous.

To illustrate the rate-dependent behaviors, a
phenomenological function was adopted. According to the
tunneling effect theory (Wang and Cheng, 2014), the
conductivity of the composite depends on the effective
conductive paths (ECPs). The aggregation and alignment of
the conductive fillers are the key factors that determine the
numbers of ECPs. The initial state of the composite was
homogeneous and isotropic. During the compressive progress,
the lateral extension led by the Poisson effect made the CNTs
move from their initial position and rotate to a specific direction
(Figure 8A). The rearrangement of the CNTs destroyed the
original ECPs. Since the restriction of the matrix to the CNTs
depended on the mechanical properties of SSG (Zimmerman
et al., 2009; de Vicente et al., 2011; Bastola et al., 2020), it was
assumed that the sensitivity of the e-SSG was related to the strain
rate of external stimulus and the elastic modulus of the specimen.
Based on the theory of Boland (Boland et al., 2016), the resistivity
of composites depended on the total number of ECPs per volume,

ρ � ρ0{[1 + (ε)m]− 1 + ε

εt
}

n

(5)

where the first term in Eq. 5 represented the strain term and the
second represented the time dependence. Parameter “n” was a
constant related to the microstructure of ECPs. Since the impact
duration was short, the time dependence was ignored.
Considering that the electrical sensitivity showed remarkable
dependence on the strain rate, strain rate, _ε, was adopted to
describe the resistivity behaviors. k was the stiffness of the
specimen. With the drop height varied from 0.2 to 0.7 m, k
was 0.67 × 106, 0.80 × 106, 0.88 × 106, 0.92 × 106, 1.00 × 106, and
1.01 × 106 N/m. Then, the function could be given:

ρ

ρ0
� [1 + (ε)m]n_εk (6)

The curves in Figures 8B,C plot the experiment data and fitting
results of function 6. The relationship between electrical
resistivity and strain could be expressed as:

ρ

ρ0
� [1 + (ε)1.06]6.5×104 _εk (7)

This phenomenological model illustrated the relationship
between strain, strain rate, and the equivalent stiffness of the
specimen. The shear stiffening behaviors weakened the effect of
impact. This expression could be adopted in engineering
applications to monitor external stimulus.

The recovery behaviors of the electrical properties under
different drop heights and the strength of the external
magnetic field were investigated (Figure 9). The impact
response was finished in several microseconds, but the
recovery progress lasted for seconds. With higher drop
heights, the electrical conductivity recovers sooner. To
characterize the recovery behaviors, the Prony series with one
order was adopted (Belyaeva et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2018).

ΔR
R0

(t) � A0 −∑ Ane
− t
τn (8)

The fitting results are shown in Table 2. Herein, symbols A1 and
τ1 represent the amplitude and the characteristic time of the decay
time, respectively. With an increase of the drop height, the decay
amplitude increased from 2.07 to 3.14, and the characteristic time
decreased from 3.00 to 2.39 s. The magnetic field further enlarged
the amplitude and shortened the characteristic time. The recovery
progress was related to the viscoelasticity behaviors of e-SSG.
Generally, the relaxation behaviors of the polymer composite
depended on the ratio of viscosity to elasticity. High drop height
led to the shear stiffening behaviors and the elastic recovery

FIGURE 8 | (A) The illustration of the negative behaviors of the piezo-resistance. (B) The experiment results and (C) the fitting results of Eq. 6.

TABLE 2 | The fitting results of Prony function.

(T) – 0.2 m 0.3 m 0.4 m 0.5 m

0 A1 2.07 2.40 2.92 3.14
τ1 (s) 3.00 2.90 2.82 2.39

0.3 A1 2.27 3.30 3.98 5.50
τ1 (s) 2.98 2.87 2.60 s 2.02
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became more remarkable. Meanwhile, the magnetic field
improved the elastic modulus and enhanced the recovery
progress.

To demonstrate the durability of the e-SSG, a cyclic drop test
was conducted (Figure 10). The drop heights varied from 0.2 to
0.5 m. The magnetic flux density was 0.3 T. With the increase of
test number, the response accumulated. Regarding the initial
resistance of every impact, ΔR/R0 kept stable. After the impact,
the conductivity of the composite could recover to its initial state.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we developed a novel soft sensor with high
sensitivity to strain under quasi-static and low-velocity impact.
Inherited from the SSGmatrix, this soft sensor could harden itself
to burden external stimuli. Magnetic-dependent characteristics
further improved the stiffness of the smart material. Quasi-static
tests and drop weight experiments were conducted to investigate
the electrical andmechanical behaviors. The relationship between
resistivity and strain rate was revealed.

Based on these results, this study came to the below
conclusions.

(1) The mechanical and electrical behaviors of e-SSG depend on
the strain rate and the magnetic field. A higher strain rate led
to an increase in yield stress and enhanced the recovery
progress of the e-SSG.Due to the magneto-rheological effect,
the electrical response of e-SSG to strain was higher and
linear under a uniform magnetic field.

(2) The response of the e-SSG to dynamic loading with large
amplitude was nonlinear. Magnetic field improved the
sensitivity and stability. The shear stiffening behaviors and
magneto-rheology behaviors could improve the recovery
capacity.

(3) e-SSG could be utilized to monitor the quasi-static deformation
and low-velocity impact. Within an appropriate range, the
e-SSG could hold stable mechanical and electrical properties
and respond regularly to external stimuli.
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FIGURE 10 | The electrical resistance response to cyclic drop weight
test with the drop heights of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 m.

FIGURE 9 | The recovery behaviors of the electrical properties under drop weight impact with the strength of the external magnetic field are zero (A) and the
strength of the external magnetic field is 0.3 T (B).
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